Abstract. Empirical models of the two largest constituents of the long-period ocem tides, the monthly and the fortnightly constituents, are estimated from repeat cycles 10 to 210 of the TOPEX/POSEIDON (T/P) mission. These models are first validated with tide gauge observations which show residual variances with the T/P-derived models that are of the order of 2-3 mm2 for both the monthly and fortnightly constituents, and which are smaller than residual variances from respective equilibrium models of these long-period ocean tides. These empirical models are used to .. predict the contribution that they each have on tidal variations of the Earth's rotation rate. For tidal variations in UT1 these contributions are predicted to be of the order of 0.1 ms with a scatter of the order of 8 and 3 p s for the monthly and fortnightly ocean tides, respectively. 
Introduction
The long-period tidal potential causes axisymmetric tidal deformations in the solid Earth that translate directly into changes in the polar moment of inertia of the Earth. To conserve the Earth's angular momentum these deformations cause the first order contribution to long-period tidal variations of the Earth's rotation rate, and are known to better than 1% [ Yoder et al., 19811 . Similarly, the long-period ocean tides cause a second order contribution to long-period tidal variations of the Earth's rotation rate both from changes in the polar moment of inertia of the Earth and from changes in the relative angular momentum of the oceans with respect to the solid Earth.
There is also a third order contribution that is caused by the anelasticity, or damped response, of the Earth's mantle to the long-period tidal potential. The magnitude of this contribution remains uncertain but can be inferred from observed long-period tidal variations of the Earth's rotation rate given adequate knowledge of the respective ocean tide contributions [ Wahr and Bergen, 1986; Desai, 1996; Dickman and Nam, 19981. Predictions of the contribution from the long-period ocean tides have been limited by the fact that the actual response of the long-period ocean tides is a subject of continuing investigation in large part because of the lack of accurate global observations. The long-period ocean tides have sometimes been considered to be of sufficiently long period to have a response that coincides, or is in equilibrium, with the forcing equipotential surface [Agnew and Farrell, 19781. However, most hydrodynamic analyses [e.g. Miller et al., 19931 suggest that the two principal long-period ocean tide constituents, the monthly Mm and the fortnightly Mf constituents, should have departures from equilibrium that are significant for Earth rotation rate predictions.
TOPEX/POSEIDON (T/P) altimetry provides a unique opportunity to provide almost global observations of the long-period ocean tides because of the relatively small measurement accuracies that are of the the order of 4-5 cm, and because of the long duration of available data which now spans 5 years. Desai and Wahr [1995] and Desai [1996] , hereinafter referred to as DW95 and D96, developed almost global empirical models of the Mm and Mf ocean tides from the first 2-3 years of T / P data. The preliminary results from DW95 and D96 appeared to contain short wavelength noise in the long-period ocean tide estimates. Error analyses both by D96 and Desai et al. [1997] , hereinafter referred to as DWC97, suggested that longer durations of T/P data would provide improved estimates of the Mm and Mf ocean tides, particularly by reducing contamination from general ocean circulation noise.
Here, updated T/P-derived empirical models of the Mm and Mf ocean tides are first validated with tide gauge comparisons and then used to predict their respective contributions to tidal variations of the Earth's rotation rate. These Mm and Mf ocean tide height models are developed with similar strategies to those described in DW95 and D96 and therefore not repeated here. The most important difference is that while DW95
and D96 estimated models that respectively used data from repeat cycles 10-78 and 10-110 of the T/P mission, results presented here use models that have been updated to use almost twice as long a data duration by using repeat cycles 10-210. The effect on the Earth rotation rate predictions from the inclusion of longer durations of altimetric data into the empirical tide models are also illustrated.
Tide Gauge Comparisons
Miller et al. [1993] , hereinafter referred to as MLH93, used long durations (3 to 65 years) of tide gauge data to provide 17 Mm and 24 Mf tide gauge observations concentrated in the Pacific Ocean. A global set of Mm and Mf tide gauge observations would certainly be more useful to validate the T/P models, but such a data set is not easily available because accurate tide gauge observations of the Mm and Mf oceans tides require long data records to reduce leakage from oceanographic noise at these long periods. Nevertheless, the MLH93 observations provide some degree of validation of the T/P-derived Mm and Mf models and also help to quantify improvements in these models. For reasons already outlined in DWC97 only a subset of 14 Mm and 23 Mf tide gauge observations from MLH93 are used for comparisons to the T/P empirical models, and these results are provided in Table 1 . The two equilibrium models also compared in [m which is caused by the eastward tidal currents v(8, X, t).
It is assumed that the oceans have a mean density of pw = 1.035g/cm3 and that the tidal currents are constant through the column of water of depth H(8, X). Here, the tidal currents are approximated through the application of finite differences of the ocean tide height models into frictionless Laplace tidal equations, similar to the procedure adopted by Chao et al. [1995] on T/P tide height models of the diurnal and semidiurnal ocean tides. The T/P observations are limited to within the latitudes of f 6 6 " and it is assumed here that the tidal response (heights and currents) in the unsampled latitudes poleward of f66" is zero, or modeled by the CEQU, SCEQU, or Schwiderski
[1980] models. These global models are then respectively referred to as the T/P only, T/P+CEQU, T/P+SCEQU, and T/P+SCH models.
Results and Discussion
For variations in UT1 the inphase UTs and quadrature UTc components are defined here as:
where $20j = (~20jt + P20j + 620;~) is the astronomical argument with the conventions from equations (3), (4), and (5) of DW95 used to define wzoj, PzOj, and 620j. Figure 1 I Figure 1 illustrates the predicted Mm and Mf ocean tide contributions to variations in K. using T/P+SCH models that successively include 10 additional repeat cycles of altimetric data when estimating the models, beginning with a model that uses repeat cycles 10-80 and ending with a model that uses repeat cycles 10-210. However, the predicted T/P+SCH Mm quadrature motion contributions appear to have unrealistically large values. This is likely to be caused by the fact that the T/P Mm tide height models continue to have extensive short wavelength features that are possibly amplified when constructing finite differences for the computation of the tidal currents.
Notice also that the predicted Mf quadrature motion contributions appear to be slowly decreasing as the T/P empirical models are updated with new data. In general, the Mm mass and motion contributions both have a larger la scatter, by at least a factor of three, than the respective Mf contributions. This is likely to be the result of the Mm ocean tide having twice the period and half the amplitude of the Mf ocean tide and therefore being much more susceptible to ocean circulation noise at these long periods.
Of course, most of the relatively large scatter in the Mm predictions arises from the motion contributions.
The scatter in the T/P+SCH predictions might be considered to be a quantification of the errors in the Earth rotation rate predictions that specifically arise from errors Tide gauge residual variances with the T/P Mm model continue to decrease with incoming T / P data, particularly in the quadrature component, and use of incoming data should help to reduce the magnitude of the short wavelength errors in the Mm empirical models. Future updates of the T/P empirical models are therefore likely to only provide significant improvements to the Mm motion contributions, but will also provide small improvements to predicted Mf motion and Mm mass contributions.
However, Earth rotation rate predictions from T / P empirical models are still limited by the uncertainties in the tidal response in those latitudes not sampled by T/P. Reducing these uncertainties will probably require improved hydrodynamic analyses of the tidal response in these latitudes. 
